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Abstract
The task of the Blizzard Challenge 2019 is to build a speech
synthesizer based on an 8 hours of speech data from an inter-
net talk show by a well-known Chinese character. We present
the RoyalFlush synthesis system to address the above challenge
in this paper. Based on the Google’s Tacotron 2 architecture,
we firstly trained a basic multi-speaker model using an external
30 hours of speech dataset from 22 speakers. Then we applied
transfer learning to fine-tune the basic model with the 8 hours of
speech data provided by the Challenge committee and obtained
the final model. To capture speaker’s personal characteristics,
we added the speaker embedding in the encoder and generat-
ed speeches with speaker characteristics in the decoder. The
output speech was generated by using Griffin-Lim algorithm in
consideration of high speed response.

Among all the participating teams of the Challenge, the i-
dentifier for our system is H. Evaluation results demonstrated
that our system achieved relatively good results in all aspects.
Index Terms: Blizzard Challenge 2019, speech synthesis, s-
peaker embedding, transfer learning

1. Introduction
The purpose of the Blizzard Challenge, which has been held an-
nually since 2005, is to better understand and compare research
techniques in building corpus-based speech synthesizers on the
same data. Meanwhile, it allows people to engage in speech
synthesis work better, learn to each other and make progress
together.

Speech synthesis is a technique that translates the normal
text into speech, which simulates human as natural as possible.
A computer system which can perform such tasks, in the form
of software or hardware, is called a speech computer or speech
synthesizer. Intelligibility and naturalness are two key points
of a speech synthesis system. Concretely, intelligibility repre-
sents the degree that the synthesized speech can be understood,
while naturalness describes how closely the synthesized speech
sounds like real human speech. The ideal speech synthesizer
should generate intelligible and natural speech. Existing speech
synthesis systems, for example, WaveNet [1], Tacotron [2], and
Deep Voice [3] intend to maximize these two characteristics.

Until now, there are mainly three types of popular synthet-
ic techniques: concatenation synthesis, HMM-based synthesis
and deep learning-based synthesis. Each approach has its own
advantages and limitation.

• Concatenation synthesis: Concatenation synthesis is
based on the concatenation (or stringing together) of
recorded speech units. Ling et al. [4] presented HMM-
based unit selection method to determine the selected
speech units for generating speeches in Blizzard Chal-
lenge 2007. Concatenation TTS directly select natural
speech units from a recorded speech database, which en-
able speech synthesis with natural quality. However, as

the footprint of the stored data is reduced, desired units
may be unavailable in the database, and audible discon-
tinuities may result.

• HMM-based synthesis: HMM-based synthesis, which
is also called statistical parametric synthesis, is a method
to synthesize speech at the foundation of hidden Markov
models (HMMs). In this method, the frequency spec-
trum (vocal tract), fundamental frequency (voice source)
and duration (prosody) of speech are simultaneously for-
mulated by using HMMs [5]. In this approach, speech is
synthesized by using maximum likelihood criterion [6].
Post-filter processings [7, 8, 9] are generally used for
optimization. Compared with concatenation synthesis,
speech can be synthesized by this method using a rela-
tively small corpus, but the quality is poorer than the con-
catenation approaches. However, because of its stabili-
ty, the HMM-based method has been utilized in practical
applications before the deep learning based approach ap-
peared.

• Deep learning-based synthesis: With the development
of deep learning technology, the approaches based on the
deep neural network (DNN) have become the main tech-
niques in speech synthesis field. With powerful nonlin-
ear modeling ability, the DNN-based method can effec-
tively improve modeling accuracy. It also provides a fa-
cilitating mechanism to tune some specified hidden lay-
ers using specified speaker’s speech, so the personalized
speech is easy to obtain. There are many TTS system-
s such as WaveNet, Tacotron and Deep Voice, showed
that DNN-based approaches can achieve the quality of
the human voice.

With the development and application of the speech tech-
nologies, the demand for personalized synthesized speech is
getting higher and higher. Therefore, it has become a hot topic
to achieve multi-speaker adaption and synthesize personalized
speech in both industry and academia. However, it is impracti-
cal to build a model for each speaker. In this Challenge task, we
realized our speech synthesis system by adapting a basic model
which is trained by a speech corpus of multi-speaker, using the
speech of the appointed speaker by the Challenge office.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the task in Blizzard Challenge 2019. In
Section 3, each module of our system is described. Section 4
gives the process of experiments in detail. The results of all the
participating teams are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
presents some concluding remarks to end the paper.

2. The task in Blizzard Challenge 2019
The single task of the Blizzard Challenge 2019 is as follows:

• Single task 2019-MH1: Mandarin Chinese Found
Data - About 8 hours of speech data from an internet
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of the RoyalFlush speech synthesis system.
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Figure 2: The encoder architecture of our system.

talk show by a well-known Chinese character will be re-
leased. The task is to build a voice from this data that is
suitable for expressive TTS.

3. System description
The overall architecture of the RoyalFlush speech synthesis sys-
tem is shown in Figure 1. It is basically based on Tacotron 2
architecture. There are three modules, encoder, attention-based
decoder and post-processing net in this system. The backbone
of the system is a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model with
attention.

As shown in the figure, the character embedding generat-
ed by text and the speaker embedding generated by speaker ID
are simultaneously used as the encoder inputs to generate tex-
t hidden representation conditioned on speaker identity. In the
attention-based decoder, the speaker embedding is also used as
one of the input to control the mel spectrogram generation. Fi-
nally, after the post-processing net for the mel spectrogram, the
speech waveforms are produced by a vocoder realized by the
Griffin-Lim algorithm. The detailed descriptions of each mod-
ule will be presented in the following parts.

3.1. Encoder

The encoder is used to covert text sequence into a fixed-
dimensional vector of feature representations conditioned on
speaker identity. The encoder architecture of our system is
shown as Figure 2, it consists of 3 convolutional layers and 1
bi-directional LSTM [10].

Character embedding and speaker embedding are two parts
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Figure 3: The decoder architecture of our system.

of the encoder input.
Character embedding is used to extract the text informa-

tion. Because the text contains both Chinese and English, we
firstly convert Chinese words into Pinyin sequences and English
words into phoneme sequences. Then we use these Pinyin and
phoneme sequences to generate character embedding.

Speaker embedding is used to capture the characteristics of
speakers. In our system, there is a speaker embedding table,
which consists of embedding vectors of multiple speakers and is
updated alongside the whole encoder-decoder architecture. The
speaker embedding is obtained by searching the embedding ta-
ble indexed by speaker identity. By mixing multiple speakers,
the model internal representation can be shared among different
speakers, so that the lack of data of one speaker can be compen-
sated with data from other speakers, therefore, multi-speaker
model can be more stable and robust.

In [11], text hidden representation is concatenated with the
speaker embedding to form the encoder embedding that will be
as one of the input of the decoder. Compared with this work, in
the encoder of our system, the character embedding and speak-
er embedding together form the input of the encoder and finally
generating the text hidden representation, in other words, the
text hidden representation is conditioned on speaker identify. In
this way, our system can efficiently capture the speaker charac-
teristics.

3.2. Decoder

The decoder is used to predict mel spectrogram from the text
hidden representation by using an attention-based neural net-
work. The decoder architecture of our system is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Speaker embedding is used at each decoder step.

In the decoder, the attention context vector of text hidden
representation is used as the input of LSTM, the output of LST-
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M is used to predict the mel spectrogram frame by using linear
projection. In the whole process, the autoregressive process is
the most important step that influence the quality of the final
synthesized speech. Therefore, in order to make the synthe-
sized speech conform to the characteristics of the speaker, we
add the speaker embedding in the decoder. In other words, the
pre-net output, the speaker embedding and the attention con-
text vector are simultaneously used as the input of the LSTM.
This changes in setting can help our system synthesize speech
to adapt the speak characteristics efficiently. The components
of the decoder are the same as the original Tacotron 2 except
for the components mentioned above.

3.3. Post-processing net and vocoder

After the processing of the encoder and decoder, the mel spec-
trograms of the text are predicted. However, it is necessary to
improve the overall reconstruction by using the post-processing
net and synthesize the final speech waveforms. The architecture
of the post-processing net and vocoder is shown as Figure 4.

The post-processing net of the system is a net with 5 convo-
lutional layers. It is achieved by minimizing the summed mean
squared (MSE) between the mel spectrogram of decoder and the
mel spectrogram after the post-processing net.

In order to synthesize the final speech waveform from the
mel spectrogram, the mel spectrogram is firstly processed by a
CBHG module, which is proposed in Tacotron, to obtain linear-
scale spectrogram, and then the final speech audio is synthe-
sized by using Griffin-Lim algorithm [12]. We adopted this al-
gorithm to generate waveform in consideration of high speed
response.
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Figure 5: The whole training phase.

4. Experiments
4.1. Data processing

The task of the Blizzard Challenge 2019 is to convert the Chi-
nese text into Mandarin Chinese speech audio. From the Chal-
lenge committee, an 8 hours of speech data from an internet talk
show by a well-known Chinese character was provided. This
dataset is defined as the official dataset in this paper. The dataset
contains 480 paragraphs of speech data in the MP3 format to-
gether with their corresponding text. The sampling rate of these
original speech data is 24 KHZ.

In the data processing stage, both the speech data and tex-
t are processed. The speech data are converted to WAV for-
mat and down-sampled to 16 KHZ. There are two operations,
including normalization and segmentation, for processing text.
In the normalization process, as discussed in Section 3.1, Chi-
nese words and English words are converted into Pinyin and
phoneme sequences, respectively. In the segmentation process,
in order to overcome the alignment errors and slow convergence
which are frequently happened in the case of long sentences in
the end-to-end speech synthesis system, we split long sentences
into relative short ones. Finally, the 480 paragraphs were split
into 8699 sentences.

4.2. Training phase

In training phase, transfer learning strategy is utilized to im-
prove the robustness. The whole training process is shown as
Figure 5.

First, we trained the basic multi-speaker model on an ex-
ternal dataset containing about 30 hours of speech data by 22
speakers. It should be noted that these data are completely un-
related to the official dataset in terms of data contents and s-
peakers. Compared with traditional speech synthesis systems,
where dozens of hours of speech data of single speaker are used
for training model, speech synthesis system trained by speech
of multiple speakers can obtain large phoneme coverages and
high robustness.

Then, transfer learning is applied. Concretely speaking, we
used the official dataset to fine-tune the basic model’s parame-
ters and obtained the final model of the specific speaker.



4.3. Synthesis phase

There are 2546 sentences provided by the Challenge for eval-
uation. This evaluation set contains long and short sentences
in which both Chinese and English are contained. In the syn-
thesis phase, long sentences are firstly split into short ones in
the same way as in the training phase. Then, Chinese text and
English words are converted to Pinyin sequences and phoneme
sequences, respectively. Next, the audio waveforms of these
segmented text are synthesized using our system. Finally, these
audio segments are spliced into a whole speech of the complete
paragraph.

5. Results
In the Blizzard Challenge 2019, a total of 26 systems were sub-
mitted, among them, the natural speech and benchmark were
also included. Here, system A is marked as the natural speech,
system B is the benchmark system, and ours is system H.

The evaluation results, including naturalness test, similarity
test and intelligibility test, of all participating systems are shown
in Figure 6. The mean opinion score (MOS) is used to represent
the naturalness of the system. The Pinyin (without tone) error
rate (PER) and Pinyin (with tone) error rate (PTER) are used to
indicate the intelligibility of the system.

Our system achieved relatively good results in all aspects,
but there are still much space in improving performance. One
of reason is that we use the Griffin-Lim to realize the vocoder,
this decision is based on the tradeoff among stability, efficien-
cy and speech quality. Through using the Griffin-Lim algorith-
m, our system is capable of synthesizing speech in real time.
We believe that our system can get better results by using more
complex synthesizer such as WaveNet.

6. Conclusions
This paper gives the description of our submitted RoyalFlush
speech synthesis system and the results in Blizzard Challenge
2019. Based on the Tacotron 2, the system added the speak-
er embedding in the encoder and decoder process for multi-
speaker adaption. Our system achieved a good performance in
all aspects of speech synthesis systems of the Challenge. How-
ever, there are still much space in improving performance. In
future work, the fine-grained prosody control of multiple speak-
ers with few samples is the main direction of our system.
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Figure 6: Evaluation results of the Blizzard Challenge 2019.
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